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Abstract
Photonic Random-Access Memories (P-RAM) are an essential component for the on-chip non-von Neumann photonic
computing by eliminating optoelectronic conversion losses in data links. Emerging Phase-Change Materials (PCMs)
have been showed multilevel memory capability, but demonstrations still yield relatively high optical loss and require
cumbersome WRITE-ERASE approaches increasing power consumption and system package challenges. Here we
demonstrate a multistate electrically programmed low-loss nonvolatile photonic memory based on a broadband
transparent phase-change material (Ge2Sb2Se5, GSSe) with ultralow absorption in the amorphous state. A zero-static-
power and electrically programmed multi-bit P-RAM is demonstrated on a silicon-on-insulator platform, featuring
efficient amplitude modulation up to 0.2 dB/μm and an ultralow insertion loss of total 0.12 dB for a 4-bit memory
showing a 100× improved signal to loss ratio compared to other phase-change-materials based photonic memories.
We further optimize the positioning of dual microheaters validating performance tradeoffs. Experimentally we
demonstrate a half-a-million cyclability test showcasing the robust approach of this material and device. Low-loss
photonic retention-of-state adds a key feature for photonic functional and programmable circuits impacting many
applications including neural networks, LiDAR, and sensors for example.

Introduction
Photonic computing is one of the main answers to the

novel and exponentially increasing data processing for
artificial intelligence and machine learning1,2. While the
benefits given by the intrinsic electromagnetic nature of
the optical signals as an energy-efficient way to transmit
information are clear, those can potentially be hindered by
the optoelectrical and electro-optical transductions, as
well as by the repeated access to digital and nonvolatile
memory3. This last aspect impacts the overall operation
speed while producing considerable additional energy
loss4. Since performing Neural Networks (NN) inference,

such as classification Machine Learning task, accounts for
more than 90% of the computing effort, having weight
bank elements that do not require additional energy can
reduce the energy consumption of those tasks5,6. For
these reasons, having a heterogeneously integrated opti-
mized photonic memory, which retains information in a
nonvolatile fashion, poses a great advantage, especially
when implementing NN-performing inference where the
trained weights are only rarely updated (i.e., depending on
the application daily, monthly, yearly, if ever)7.
For photonic computing, photonic memories are one of

the most important and yet difficult-to-realize essential
devices compatible with Photonic Integrate Circuits
(PICs). Previous studies based on photonic crystals,
micro-ring, or other actively tuned electro-optic mod-
ulators cannot achieve the feature of nonvolatility8–10,
which is the key to low-cost, long-term stable photonic
memory. Phase-Change Material (PCM) based photonic
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memories have appeared recently as a competitive can-
didate for real nonvolatile photonic memory11–16. PCMs
can be switched between two structural states, the
amorphous and crystalline states, with distinct optical and
electrical properties. Those states can be reversibly cycled
under appropriate thermal or optical stimulation with
long-term stability17. One of the commonly used PCM
materials for photonic memory is GST (Ge–Sb–Te)
which exhibits a relatively large contrast of both refractive
index (Δn) and optical loss (Δk) when switching between
amorphous and crystalline states18–21. However, GST is
characterized by a high absorption coefficient even in the
amorphous state of the PCM while P-RAM is set as
ERASING state which is much higher than amorphous
state absorption of GSSe The passive insertion loss of
GSSe-based P-RAM will be much lower than GST-based
P-RAM. Therefore, for large photonic networks such as
the one implementing deep Neuro-Networks the multi-
layer design requires the photonic memory containing the
kernel memory to be very low loss22, an aspect that can-
not be met by GST-based photonic memory due to its
high passive absorption coefficient.

In this work, we develop and demonstrate a nonvolatile
electrically controlled photonic memory based on the
phase-change material Ge2Sb2Se5 (GSSe). The memory is
electrically programmed by microheaters while the stored
information is retained in the solid-state domain (i.e., the
crystallinity of the PCM), whereas the READ operation is
optical by passing a signal through the waveguide clad by
the PCM. The information is stored in the solid-state
domain, namely a change in the crystallinity (i.e., amor-
phous and crystalline). Key is the material selection GSSe
over other PCM options keeping amplitude-modulation
requirements in mind, demanding a high extinction ratio
(ER) and low insertion loss (IL). GSSe was selected since it
has one of the lowest known optical losses (amorphous
state) of PCMs while offering a high ER through the
broadband region for telecommunication wavelengths.
The amorphous state GSSe is characterized by a
remarkably low adsorption coefficient 2:0´ 10�5 at
1550 nm wavelength, enabling near-lossless devices
monolithically co-integrated with PICs (Fig. 1e). This low
absorption coefficient is over two orders of magnitude
lower than GST at 1550 nm19. Meanwhile, when in its
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Fig. 1 Low-loss multi-bit electrically driven photonic random-access memory (P-RAM) on-chip. a 3D schematic of a planarized waveguide
with a 30 nm GSSe layer on top of the waveguide and multiple parallel double-sided tungsten–titanium microheaters. b Detailed optical image of
GSSe on waveguide with discrete double-sided heaters (c) Zoom-in detailed image of in (b). Discrete double-sided heaters are arranged along the
waveguide over the GSSe film. d Detailed optical image of GSSe strip array with single-sided heaters for measurement of high-order bit memory.
e Experimentally obtained (ellipsometry) optical properties of GSSe film. Absorption coefficient contrast (imaginary part of the refractive indices of
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crystalline state, the absorption coefficient increases to
0.14, which results in a high absorption contrast between
the two states (below we also discuss the multi-bit
memory operation of a single GSSe memory element).
Optical programming offers advantages such as not

requiring electrical contacts, enabling fast response times,
and allowing for non-contact and remote operation.
However, it also presents limitations, including complex
optical coupling, crosstalk and interference between
adjacent memory cells, and increased power consump-
tion, and is anyhow limited to electrical signaling funda-
mentals since the optical signal is “actuated” by an
electrical stimulus in the first place23. In contrast, elec-
trical programming is advantageous due to its CMOS
compatibility, scalability, and simplified packaging, but it
has limitations, such as the requirement for electrical
contacts and the potential for slower response times
depending on the specific phase-change material and
memory cell design. Nonetheless, these electrical pro-
grammed P-RAMs are the equivalent to electronic com-
pute- or programming in memory (CIM/PIM) schemes
which are deployed nearly everywhere in electronic chips.
The P-RAMs introduced here are the optoelectronic
equivalent of CIM/PIMs.
Regarding the thermal and electrical properties of GSSe,

this chalcogenide glass exhibits desirable properties for
phase-change memory applications, such as low thermal
conductivity, high optical contrast, and good electrical
properties. GSSe has a relatively low thermal conductivity,
typically in the range of 0.1–0.5W/mK, which helps
reduce thermal crosstalk between adjacent memory cells.
Its density ranges from around 4.5–5.5 g/cm3, depending
on the specific glass composition. The electrical con-
ductivity of GSSe is relatively low in its amorphous state
(10−9–10−10 S/cm) but increases by several orders of
magnitude in its crystalline state (10−2–10−3 S/cm)24–26.
GSSe also exhibits a high refractive index contrast
between its amorphous and crystalline phases, with dif-
ferences on the order of 0.1–0.3, which is essential for
efficient memory cell operation.
Noteworthy, we demonstrate the optical absorption in

the amorphous state is vanishingly close to zero when
heterogeneously integrated into silicon photonics. More-
over, the relatively low variation of the absorption coef-
ficient changes in each state makes it a promising material
for very stable high-order multistate devices, avoiding the
utilization of high input laser power and extremely low
noise equivalent power detectors. Assuming a continuous
film, for the fundamental TM mode of the waveguide, the
phase transition produces a variation of the effective
absorption coefficient equal to 0.015 which corresponds
to 0.2 dB/µm. Meanwhile, all electrical pulsed program-
ming methods through micro-metal heaters for our pro-
posed P-RAM gain a significant advantage in the ease of

control compared to all-optical laser heating for PCM
writing and resetting. Also from the packaging perspec-
tive, electrical control is still one of the best options,
especially for future mass implementation of P-RAM in
large-scale photonic tensor computing circuits and par-
ticularly when it comes to ease of integration, scalability,
and overall system cost.

Results
To demonstrate this photonic nonvolatile memory, a

thin 40-nm-thick layer of GSSe film is directly deposited
through the thermal evaporator on the top of a planarized
silicon waveguide (Fig. 1a). The obtained memory states
are programmed by selectively “WRITE/ERASE” opera-
tions of portions of the GSSe film via local electro-thermal
heating. Unlike previous approaches using optical control
beams24, here industry-standard microheaters are
deployed by placing multi-layer metal strips near the
waveguide with varying the horizontal distance. This
allows optimizing ER vs. IL such as by preventing scat-
tering introduced by metal (see “Methods” and Fig. 1). It is
the key for keeping the overall insertion loss low and
allows electrically driven change of GSSe’s structural state
(crystalline/amorphous) and consequently results in the
strong imaginary-part variation of the effective refractive
index, leading to a significant optical absorption change.
In this design, heat is applied to the material externally

via joule heating of a tungsten–titanium (W/Ti) metal
layer in contact with a 20-nm aluminum oxide dielectric
layer over the GSSe film to protect GSSe from oxidization,
whose mode and thermal profile are simulated (Fig. 1f)
According to the type of transition wanted, different pulse
train profiles are applied to the metal wire via electrical
connections to the device. With the 3D mode simulation
through Comsol (Supplementary Note 7), we optimize the
position of the heaters regarding the waveguide to mini-
mize the ohmic losses due to the presence of metal and
concurrently lower the threshold voltage for delivering
the necessary amount of heat for inducing the phase
transition. The optimized heaters configuration consists
of two non-plasmonic tungsten resistive heaters placed in
contact with a thin spacer of aluminum oxide deposited
on top of the GSSe film (Fig. 1g, h). The heaters are placed
500 nm away on the side of the waveguide, thus providing
heat to the film locally, which not only lowers the
switching threshold but also temporally stores the heat for
successive pulses. We chose non-plasmonic tungsten
compound for our P-RAM design due to its low optical
losses compared to plasmonic materials like gold or silver.
This is particularly important for us to minimize optical
losses and ensure reliable read operations. Furthermore,
the Tungsten compound has a high thermal conductivity
which helps dissipate the heat generated during the
electrical heating process which can help to enhance the
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overall thermal stability and reliability of the memory
system.
To reach the multistate power output response, a

sequence of paired heaters is placed along the waveguide
in series. Each pair of heaters are individually tuned to
Joule-heat the GSSe material locally for solid-state phase
transition. Whereas, in the crystalline state, the GSSe
becomes much lossier with a linear absorption coefficient
of ~0.2 dB/µm obtained by experimental data and close to
zero insertion loss in the amorphous state. This config-
uration takes advantage of this near-lossless characteristic
of the GSSe material in its amorphous state, as the optical
signal loss in the waveguide is minimal even for long
strips. We precisely control the state of each portion of
material by tuning each pair of heaters to obtain a step-
wise extinction ratio. When N pairs of heaters are placed,
a total of N+ 1 memory states of power intensity
response are realized.
Our photonic memories comprise one single 40-nm-

thin GSSe pad with parallel pairs of W-Ti microheaters
arranged along the waveguide, as each pair of heaters
correspond to a quantized state (Fig. 1a, b). The double-
sided heater design leads to the highest thermal energy
efficiency for the phase transition of GSSe. Furthermore,
this design prevents the extra optical insertion loss
introduced by the metal heaters, since the metal strips are
not directly deposited over the waveguide, but instead
have a few hundred nm horizontal distance from the side
of the waveguide.
We also present an alternative layout (Fig. 1d), that

comprises 40-nm-thin and 5000-nm-wide programable
PCM wires arranged in a grating fashion (duty cycle 50%),
with a series of single-sided heaters to Joule-heat each
PCM wire, exploiting the same electrical local Joule-
heating concept. The single-side heater concept shown
here is mainly used for optical memory with a high order
of bit number resolution which requires a larger amount
of GSSe material cells along with the required number of
microheaters, metal pads, and routing.
By using this layout, an all-electrical-controlled 4-bit

photonic memory element is implemented. Considering
the highest state as the condition in which all GSSe wires
are in the amorphous phase, 15 reprogrammable wires are
sufficient for implementing the 4-bit memory within an
overall length of just 80 µm GSSe pad along with the
silicon structure, excluding electrical circuitry. The
insertion loss, defined as the optical power loss when all
the wires are in an amorphous state, is only 0.12 dB for the
4-bit multilevel memory. The optical power transmitted
decreases when the GSSe wires are written/SET (switch-
ing to crystalline), leading to discrete power levels for each
quantized state. The insertion losses for the multistate
memory device with different quantization states are
measured (Fig. 2a) which realized 16 quantization states

for 4 bit. The photonic memory implemented in this
configuration provides a uniform quantization. For a 4-bit
photonic memory, the quantization step is 0.75 dB/state
with the total maximum extinction ratio of 12 dB achieved
along with 16 output power states. Furthermore, detail 16
output power states against total energy applied are cal-
culated (Supplementary Fig. S9).
To enhance the speed and energy efficiency of electro-

thermally switched PCM devices, we optimize the micro-
heaters position. We tested different distances between
waveguide and heaters, from 0.125 to 5 µm with the pre-
viously shown design of double-sided heaters. With the
same amount of electrical energy applied to each heater
pair, the total extinction ratio achieved decreased with the
increasing distance, while concurrently the unit insertion
loss introduced by the GSSe cell decreased (Fig. 2b). To
balance the phase transition energy efficiency and insertion
loss (IL), we calculated the Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) as ER/
IL for each distance which is a well-used metric for the
evaluation of electro-optical modulator performance21, and
the optimized position (Fig. 2c), indicating 500 nm distance
as the best value which is the smallest distance between
waveguide and microheaters for which metal won’t intro-
duce extra optical loss towards the waveguide while
remaining high thermal efficiency. At this distance, we
compared the FOM of our proposed device along with
three other PCM photonic memories (Fig. 2e, f). With the
same theoretical unit insertion loss, our devices achieved
the highest unit extinction ratio19.
To evaluate the endurance of our device, a cyclability

measurement is conducted and a total of half-million
Writing–Resetting cycles was successfully achieved (Fig. 2d),
with stable power responses in either state. The main lim-
itation which prevents memory from achieving higher
Writing–Resetting cycles was the failure of microheaters on
the two sides of the waveguide. With the large number of
heating-cool down cycles for GSSe Writing–Resetting, the
initial tungsten microheaters were easily broken due to
oxidization under the fast temperature change (Fig. 2d). To
overcome the issue, we replace the heater material from
tungsten to tungsten–titanium with a 200 nm thick dual
layer of aluminum deposited over the W/Ti on the routing
part. The Al layer reduces the electrical resistance, enhances
heat uniformity, and protects the W/Ti heaters. Meanwhile,
a 600-nm-thick layer of Al2O3 is deposited over the device
to prevent further oxidation and physical bend of metal27

Such structure allows the heater to survive after half-million
cycles (Fig. 2b). This is the longest cycle test on PCM
integrated into a photonic circuit with stable
writing–resetting photonic responses. In this work, we have
demonstrated record-high cyclability in our microheater-
driven P-RAM technology. However, we believe there is still
potential for significantly higher cyclability. Device failure in
our system is dependent on the passivation oxide thickness
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and quality, indicating that further improvements in the
cladding can lead to increased cyclability. In addition, pre-
viously reported failure mechanisms such as void formation
or elemental segregation warrant further exploration28. By
addressing these factors, we expect to enhance the perfor-
mance, reliability, and longevity of our P-RAM technology,
paving the way for more advanced and efficient phase-
change memory systems28.
The real-time continuous Writing–Resetting measure-

ment between two states of memory has been conducted
(Fig. 3). Since the total extinction ratio that we want to
achieve is proportional to the area of the GSSe cell cov-
ering the waveguide, the phase transition time required is
also proportional to the desired extinction ratio, for the
different thermal volumes of PCM material. We then
experimentally map the amount of ER that can be
achieved as a function of transition time at the falling edge
of the real-time normalized optical power transmission
trace (Fig. 3a), and the achieved effective extinction ratio
compared to the delay time after the last setting pulse
(Fig. 3b). To achieve 0.2 dB ER, 0.5 ms is needed

compared to 500ms required for a 6 dB total ER response.
After the setting pulses are applied, the delay time needed
for reaching different extinction ratio (Fig. 3b) indicates a
nonlinear relationship. The memory working speed is
determined by the desired extinction ratio since the
thermal expansion takes time and the area of PCM phase
transition determines the amount of extinction ratio
introduced by the phase transition. For GSSe material, the
amorphization temperature is the melting point (>900 K),
while for crystallization a certain temperature (~600 K)
must be applied and kept constant for ~20 μs29 Crystal-
lization is achieved by applying the pulse setting (Fig. 3c)
to keep the material temperature consistent in the desired
range for over 20 µs, while the amorphization is achieved
by adding a threshold voltage 10–12 V (~2 µs) to the local
heater up to 900 K. The voltage range various taking into
consideration the fabrication variability of microheaters.
Besides the concept of multi-heater pairs that we pro-

posed for the multi-states’ optical memory, here we pro-
pose another design concept for the optical memory
(Fig. 4a). As we described, the multistate optical power
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response is realized by tuning the ratio of GSSe film over
the waveguide through local Joule heating to introduce a
different level of insertion loss30. Based on this theory, we
developed the non-equal heater pair memory cell. The
shorter heater on the right side works for the amorphi-
zation of the GSSe cell. The COMSOL electrical-thermal
simulation results (Fig. 4b), indicate that with different
energies applied to the heater, the above-melting-point
hot area changes, which introduces the different amor-
phous areas and so the different absorption levels. The
fitting equation (Fig. 4b) indicates the different extinction
ratio achieved is propagated to the thermal decay time 1

e τ
if the device heat structure gives us a hint about how the
real terminal structure of P-RAM influences the rime
response of extinction ratio achieved. The numeric results
(Fig. 4d) display more clearly the distribution of hot area
(>900 K) with the increasing of electrical energy applied to
the microheater. On the other side, the longer heater on

the left side works as the resetting button to change the
full GSSe cell into its crystalline state and erases all the
previously stored information set by the right heater. The
experimental result for 6 different states (2.58-bit) has
been achieved (Fig. 4c) for different energy levels from 80
to 400 nJ and further measurement and optimization will
keep going on for the higher-order and goal to the 5-bit
32 states and the theoretical highest bit resolution is
mainly limited by the resolution of photodetector for
which can distinguish small neighbor extinction ratio over
the noise level.
The main advantage of this design is the reduction of

electrical tracks and pads, allowing for improved inte-
gration into photonic integrated circuits such as photonic
neural network (NN), or any other optical on-chip designs
which need the local optical data storage without extra E-
O-E conversion. Within a single PCM material and a
single pair of set-reset heaters, a multi-states response can
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be realized which significantly helps to reduce the foot-
print for the implementation of large bit number memory.
The setting and resetting energy could be saved simulta-
neously since the total area of PCM that needs to be
heated up is smaller than the parallel memory cell
structure. Meanwhile, only one pair of heaters is needed

for this design which reduces the footprint of metal
routing, and the complexity of the electrical package for
the PIC chip will be significantly reduced as well as the
fabrication cost. On the other hand, the main drawback is
the difficulty of programming compared to the multi-
heater pair design. In the first designs, the programming
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GSSe pad. The longer heater on the left side is used as the resetting heater to change the phase of all GSSe film from amorphous to crystalline. The
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pulse setting for each heater pair is fixed, and the ultimate
power response is the result of an accumulation for all
parallel paired heaters. For this design, there is not an a
priori known relationship between ER and applied energy.
To get the multistate power response with a fixed step
size, a pulse setting for each state needs to be individually
set, introducing an extra program difficulty.

Discussion
In this paper, we present a novel ultralow insertion loss

phase-change material GSSe, implementing nonvolatile
electrical-controlled (k)-only modulation photonic memory
as various reconfigurable devices following a similar con-
cept. Compared to MZI or micro-ring-based index (n)-only
modulation schematic, this amplitude (k)-only schematic-
based device has more stable operation, for example as the
temperature of the chip varies. From the electro-optic
modulators’ well-known tradeoff when deploying resona-
tors, namely that ER improves with the finesse however
becoming spectrally narrow and requiring stabilization
control circuitry raising complexity, similarly apply PCM-
based P-RAMs as well. Furthermore, we prove the device’s
endurance with over half-a-million switching cycles. The
number is mainly limited by the durability of metal heaters,
as they were physically broken after many heating and
cooling cycles. Following that, we improved the lifetime of
heaters with a thick oxide layer covered on the top. Novel
structures and devices could be optimized to enhance fur-
ther the photonic memory cyclability by improving the
design of the materials stack for the heaters.
A few key P-RAM performance characteristics have been

compared with two other demonstrated P-RAM approa-
ches, as shown in Table 1. Though this work has larger
setting energy and smaller unit extinction ratio compared
to the all-optical setting GST-based P-RAM, we hold the
best figure-of-merit (ER/IL) due to our ultralow insertion
loss benefitting from the transparent GSSe material and a
novel double-sided metal heater design. Moreover, we have
successfully demonstrated half-million Writing–Resetting
cycles with very stable performance which is far more than
other P-RAM’s cyclability results, as shown in Table 1.

From simulations, we expect an extinction ratio of
0.4 dB/μm, while from the experimental demonstration
we obtain about 0.2 dB/μm. The main reason for this
difference is due to the heat distribution applied to the
PCM cell through the micro-heater, as not the whole
PCM reached the transition temperature. The heat spread
follows an ellipse shape which results in a non-uniform
temperature map (Fig. 4b), that caused a lower extinction
ratio compared to the simulations. The different
crystalline-amorphous ratios caused by the non-uniform
heating led to our second proposed P-RAM design, which
compromises a smaller volume of PCM, and by so a more
uniform heat distribution.
As we described before, the total extinction ratio of our

P-RAM could be achieved is based on the length of GSSe
cell which could be transitioned through a micro-heater.
Then the highest bit resolution that could be achieved by
each device is limited by the minimum detected dynamic
extinction ratio for every single state through an optical
power meter. Based on our current measurement setup,
the minimum detectable power range is 35 pW which
means that we could achieve 1 binary state as small as
over 35 pW difference in theory. Then for traditional 4- or
5-bit memory, the length of the active region for each
memory could be sub-micrometer long and could be
cascaded for different bit resolutions required.
The nonvolatility of our P-RAM results in zero-static

power consumption for state maintenance and exceptionally
low insertion loss introduced by active PCM material GSSe.
Meanwhile, the setting energy of our P-RAM is also relatively
low, computed around 1.5 nJ/dB. As we discussed previously,
the bit resolution is limited by the minimum dynamic
extinction ratio in dB that could be detected over the system
noise level, which means that the required energy for each bit
Writing–Resetting and the required footprint could be as
small as nW level as shown in Table 1 for our device.
In large-scale photonic computing architectures, such as

high-order matrix MAC operation required for deep neural
networks, the stringent energy requirements motivate the
implementation of multiple photonic memories for weight
bank5,31. For these challenges, our devices can perform even

Table 1 Main P-RAM performance comparison

Material Programming

method

to Energy

(nJ/dB)

ER

(dB/µm)

Unit IL

(dB/µm)

Performance

(i.e., ER/IL)

Implementation

complexity

Writing–Resetting

cycles

GST 23 Optical

absorption

1.0 0.8 0.02 40 High 5000

GST 33,34 Doped silicon

heater

7.6 0.2 0.04 13 Medium 3800

GSSe (This work) On-chip

integrated heater

1.5 0.2 <0.002 70 Low ~500,000

IL insertion loss, ER extinction ratio of signal modulation, FOM figure-of-merit
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orders of magnitude better than volatile memories in terms
of energy consumption and footprint.
Besides the low operating energy consumption for high-

dimension photonic tensor operations, our proposed
P-RAM takes advantage of all-electrical microheaters, and
by so reducing the packaging complexity compared to all-
optical laser heating P-RAMs compared in Table 1. When
tens of thousands of P-RAMs need to be implemented,
electrical control is the only feasible way for memory
programming and large-scale photonic circuit packaging32.
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated a

new class of electrically driven optical nonvolatile mem-
ory with near-zero insertion loss and low power con-
sumption, which exploits the unique optical properties of
the phase-change material GSSe to achieve zero-static-
power consumption and low-dynamic-power consump-
tion in ultra-compact devices. Two different P-RAM
designs with similar basic concepts were demonstrated
which could be utilized in low-energy programmable
photonic integrated circuits. Our results are promising for
applications in photonic computing architectures such as
weight banks in optical neural networks, optical switching
for telecommunication, quantum networks, and others.

Materials and methods
Device fabrication
In all, 40-nm GSSe thin film layer was deposited by using

single-source thermal evaporation, and a 20-nm layer of
Al2O3 was deposited by using atomic layer deposition
(ALD) as a protective coating to prevent GSSe from oxi-
dation. The tungsten–titanium microheater was fabricated
in the nanofabrication and imaging center at George
Washington University. A 200-nm-think tungsten–titanium
layer is sputtered. Then another 200-nm-think Al is
deposited over the W/Ti route to decrease the overall
resistance, increase the heat spread over the microheaters,
and to protect the W/Ti layer from oxidation. Then a thick
400 nm Al2O3 layer is deposited over the full circuit using
the ALD for oxidation prevention. Contact pad windows are
opened using oxide layer plasma dry etch for electrical
probes to connect with circuits for microheaters driving.

Electro-thermal simulation/optical mode simulation and
microheater modeling
The Joule-heating process and heat dissipation model

were performed using a three-dimensional finite-element
method in COMSOL Multiphysics. We used the AC/DC
Joule-heating module coupled with the heat transfer
module, which accounts for surface radiation as well as
thermal boundary resistance.
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